CASE STUDY

Antiquated antivirus solutions unable to stand against current ransomware landscape

Challenges

- **Avast would slow down** machine performance
- **Antiquated solution** was not capable of handling current ransomware attacks
- **Lack of visibility** into endpoints across 12 locations

Reasons for Choosing Malwarebytes

- **Powerful detection:** Malwarebytes quickly detects threats and uses advanced technology.
- **Easy deployment:** Zero issues with Malwarebytes rollout
- **Real-time defense:** The software automatically scans and updates systems and blocks access to malicious sites.
- **Updated reports:** Users can look and instantly see if systems are having issues.

How Malwarebytes Solved the Problem

- **Prevented multiple ransomware incidents** and saved thousands
- **Eliminated calls** from end users about malware-related PC problems
- **Simplified management** from the cloud
- **Gained confidence** with Malwarebytes research team
Malwarebytes has already prevented six different instances of ransomware and we saved thousands in downtime and remediation costs.
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